Metabarcoding is often presented as an alternative identification tool to compensate for coarse 21 taxonomic resolution and misidentification encountered with traditional morphological approaches. 22
controlled freshwater macrozoobenthos mock communities. Then, we tested if DNA extracted from the 28 fixative ethanol (etDNA) of the same mock communities can be used as an alternative to DNA extracted 29 from pools of whole organisms (bulk DNA). We show that capture enrichment provides more reliable 30 and accurate representation of species occurrences and relative biomasses in comparison with PCR 31 enrichment for bulk DNA. While etDNA does not permit to estimate relative biomasses, etDNA and 32 bulk DNA provide equivalent species detection rates. Thanks to its robustness to mismatches, capture 33 enrichment is already an efficient alternative to PCR enrichment for metabarcoding and, if coupled to 34 etDNA, is a time-saver option in studies where presence information only is sufficient. 35 36 KEYWORDS 37 bait capture, ethanol DNA, DNA enrichment, metabarcoding, biomass estimation, macrozoobenthos 38
INTRODUCTION 40
Reliable and accurate taxa identification is fundamental in biological sciences. Poor taxonomic 41 identification can lead to cascades of error affecting our knowledge and understanding not only in 42 theoretical and fundamental biology, but also in applied fields leading to poor management decisions 43 (Bortolus, 2008) . It distorts our ability to infer processes in ecology and evolution, to manage and 44 conserve human-impacted systems and to carry out human health and resource programs (Bortolus, 45 2008; Leys, Keller, Räsänen, Gattolliat, & Robinson, 2016; Prié, Puillandre, & Bouchet, 2013). Poor 46 taxonomic identification occurs when identification to species level is not possible (coarse taxonomic 47 resolution) or when identification is incorrect (misidentification). For example, Martin, Adamowicz, 48
and Cottenie (2016) investigated macrozoobenthos community distribution in freshwater streams at 49 different taxonomic level (family, genus and species) and found a spatial structure only when the species 50 identification level was reached. In Vietnam, misidentification in Anopheles species lead to 51 mismanagement in control program of the Malaria disease as the main target species was a non-vector 52 one (Van Bortel et al., 2001) . This kind of difficulties leading to poor taxonomic identification and thus 53 to misinterpretation and erroneous conclusions is often associated to morphological based taxonomy Pochon, C. Banks, Shearer, & Wood, 2016). Contrary to metagenome sequencing, capture enrichment 136 increases the proportion of targeted reads reducing the sequencing cost (Jones & Good, 2016) . Baits are 137 long oligonucleotides (more than 60 bp) which are designed from reference sequences. Capture 138 enrichment has already been extensively used in genomics and genetics where it is used to retrieve 139 thousands of loci (e.g. exons capture, (Hodges et al., 2007) ) and SNPs arrays (Yang et al., 2009 ) of one 140 species in a single reaction prior to sequencing. It is also commonly used for ancient DNA to both 141 increase the amount of endogenous DNA and allow loci enrichment where DNA fragmentation tends to 142 complicate PCR reactions (Avila-Arcos et al., 2011; Horn, 2012) . Capture enrichment has also recently 143 been used in phylogenetics where the goal is to target thousands of loci in many related species 144 Thus, the capacity of capture enrichment to describe both community diversity, and relative biomass 162 without species-specific biomass corrections, requires further testing with controlled communities. 163
164
In this study, we first investigated the capacity of cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI) gene capture 165 enrichment to detect taxa and retrieve initial biomass without species specific correction. Second, we 166 evaluated if DNA extracted from ethanol (etDNA) can be used as an alternative to organism picking 167 and homogenization (bulk DNA) by assessing species detection and initial biomass recovery of this 168 alternative template DNA with PCR and capture enrichment. Tests were carried out using two types of 169 freshwater mock communities (MC): (i) low diversity MC (10 species) with variable dry biomass across 170 taxa and (ii) high diversity MC (52 taxa) with homogeneous biomass across taxa from (Elbrecht & 171 Leese, 2015) . 172
173

MATERIALS & METHODS 174
Mock community design 175
Freshwater macrozoobenthos specimens for the 10 species mock communities (MC) were sampled 176 from various streams in east of France during May 2017, except for two species, Gammarus fossarum 177
and Chironomus riparius, which came from Irstea livestock, France (ECOTOX team, RiverLy, France). 178
The 10 species were chosen to represent a wide taxonomic range and because they can be easily 179 identified to the species level by the naked eye (table 1) . Two hundred milliliters of ethanol 96% (EtOH) 180 were dispense in bottles and individuals were placed alive in the ethanol. Eight samples with different 181
relative biomass for the 10 species were constructed ( Figure 1, table 1 ). Samples were then stored for 6 182 months at 4°C until DNA extraction. DNA was extracted from the whole organisms (bulk DNA) and 183 from the preservative EtOH (etDNA). 184
185
The 52 taxa mock communities were designed by Elbrecht and Leese (2015) . In a nutshell, for ten 186 different MC, a roughly similar dry biomass was collected from 52 taxa identified to the lowest 187 taxonomic level based on morphology, and the homogenized tissue pool was then extracted for each sample using a salt extraction protocol (Figure 1, see Elbrecht & Leese (2015) was also made, following the same extraction protocol but without starting material. 201 202 etDNA. For each mock community, roughly 50 mL of preservative ethanol was collected. Glycogen 203 and sodium acetate were added to precipitate DNA and samples were placed at -80°C for at least 72 204 hours. After centrifugation, ethanol was removed and after total ethanol evaporation, the dried residue 205 was dissolved in the buffer solution of NucleoSpin Tissue® kit (Macherey-Nagel Gmbh, Germany) and 206 DNA was extracted following manufacturer's instructions. As the amount of DNA was limiting, 207 extractions were repeated twice: a first extraction to compare PCR and capture enrichment methods 208 (extraction I); a second to compare two different primer pairs performance for this supposedly degraded 209 DNA template (extraction II). Four negative extraction controls were also made during extraction II by 210 filling tubes with 96% ethanol which were then extracted following the same protocol. 211 212
COI mock community reference databases 213
The 10 species reference database was built by sequencing the COI Folmer region of each species of 214 the 10 species mock communities (Folmer, Black, Hoeh, Lutz, & Vrijenhoek, 1994) . One specimen per in an initial denaturation at 95°C for 5 min, followed by 25 (bulk DNA) or 35 (etDNA) cycles of 243 denaturation at 95°C for 30 s, annealing at 50°C (bulk DNA) or 52°C (etDNA) for 30 s and extension 244 at 72°C for 2 min, with a final extension at 72°C for 10 min. Triplicate PCR products were pooled and 245 purified with Agencourt AMPure XP purification beads (Beckman Coulter, USA) and quantified using 246
QuantiFluor® dsDNA System (Promega, USA). Ten ng of each purified PCR products were then used 247 in a second PCR to dual index each sample with a unique tag combination (Table S3 for hundred twenty two species of six orders can be considered as marginal in streams and were thus discarded. All the available COI sequences were downloaded for the 3,123 remaining species from 297
GenBank and BOLD with PrimerMiner 0.18 in December 2016 (Elbrecht & Leese, 2016) . Four orders 298 had less than half of their known taxa with available COI barcode and were discarded. Within the 12 299 remaining orders, the species without COI sequences were barcoded whenever possible, i.e. when 300 tissues could be obtained. Organisms were extracted using Chelex (BioRad, USA) and the PCR and 301 sequencing conditions were identical to those of section 3 of the methods. Sequences were deposited on 302
GenBank (97 species, GenBank Accession Numbers MK584300:MK584515). At the end, 1,525 species 303 out of 1,689 known species had a DNA barcode available, representing more than 90% of the targeted 304 species (Table S2) . For bait development, sequences were processed by order. First, COI sequences 305 were aligned with blastx 2.7.1 to a reference Drosophila yakubai COI sequence (Accession Number: 306 NC_001322.1) and identical sequences were collapsed using a perl script 307
(http://github.com/TristanLefebure/collapse_to_uniq_seq). Then, 120 bp baits were constructed in silico 308
using BaitFisher with a tilling of 60 bp and a cluster threshold of 5%, leading to a total of 15,038 baits 309 generated from 100,367 unique sequences (Mayer et al., 2016) . The COI in silico baits were then sent 310 for RNA bait synthesis to Arbor Biosciences (USA). 311 312 Library preparation, hybridization and sequencing. Starting quantity of DNA was 1 µg for bulk 313 DNA (10 and 52 taxa MC) and between 14 and 57 ng for etDNA (extraction I). DNA of each sample 314 was sheared into approximately 600 bp nucleotide fragments by ultrasound sonication with a Qsonica 315 Q800R (Qsonica, USA). Library preparation was conducted using NEBNext® Ultra TM II DNA Library 316
Prep Kit for Illumina® (New England BioLabs, USA) following manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, 317 after sheared DNA end repair, the 5' ends were phosphorylated and the 3' ends were A-tailed. Then, 318
Illumina Nextera tails (Table S1 ) were ligated to the DNA fragments followed by a clean-up and a size 319 selection of 500-700 nucleotides long fragments with Agencourt AMPure XP purification beads 320 (Beckman Coulter, USA). Finally, DNA fragments were amplified to dual index the libraries (Table S3  321 for tag combinations details) and to add Illumina adapters (Table S1 ). COI capture enrichment was 322 conducted using myBaits® Custom kit following manufacturer's instructions (Arbor Biosciences, USA).
One hundred ng of library DNA was used for capture enrichment for bulk DNA and 230 ng for etDNA 324 following manufacturer's instructions for degraded DNA. Baits were diluted 10 times and hybridization 325 lasted 24h for both DNA templates with the exception that hybridization for etDNA was done at 55°C 326 instead of 65°C following manufacturer's instructions for degraded DNA. The final library amplification 327 was performed in a total volume of 50 µL per reaction with the KAPA HiFi DNA Polymerase (Kapa 328
Biosystems, USA) with P5 and P7 Illumina primers (Table S1) using the following conditions: initial 329 denaturation at 98°C for 2 min, followed by 21 cycles of denaturation at 98°C for 20 s, annealing at 330 60°C for 30 s and extension at 72°C for 1 min, with a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. Capture library 331 concentrations were determined by qPCR with a KAPA qPCR kit (KAPA Library Quant Kit, Kapa 332 Biosystems, USA) and pooled at the same concentration for sequencing. The capture libraries were 333 sequenced using a 2*300 paired-end V3 MiSeq sequencing kit (Biofidal, France). 334 335 Bioinformatic analysis. Reads were delivered demultiplexed and adapter trimmed. As for PCR 336 analysis, the reads of the 52 taxa MC, bulk DNA and etDNA of the 10 species MC were processed 337 independently with the same bioinformatic pipeline. First, forward and reverse reads were merged with 338
Vsearch with a minimum overlapping of 10 nucleotides and a maximum difference of the overlapping 339 region of 5 nucleotides (Rognes et al., 2016) . Because shearing could lead to fragment longer than 600 340 nucleotides, merged and non-merged sequences were conserved for downstream bioinformatic steps. 341
Reads were then quality filtered (maximum ee of 1, minimum length of 150, 50 Ns allowed) with 342
Vsearch. Because the bait set contained baits for other genes for other projects (i.e. 16S, NAD1, NAD4, 343 NAD5, CYTB, and ATP6) and because their presence in the bait set can alter downstream results, the 344 reads corresponding to these genes were removed from the quality filtered reads in all downstream 345 analysis. They were recovered with a blastn on a reference database (blastn-short, e-value threshold of 346 1E-10) containing the complete sequence of NAD1, NAD4, NAD5, CYTB and ATP6 genes of 8 species 347 (Asellus aquaticus ADA69754.1, Daphnia pulex AAD33231.1, Dinocras cephalotes AGZ03516.1, 348
Gammarus fossarum YP_009379680.1, Physella acuta YP_008994230.1, Radix balthica HQ330989.1, 349 (Table S1 ) and the 16S corresponding to the 52 taxa MC (downloaded from NCBI). The remaining reads 351 were assigned to species using the 10 species reference database or the 52 taxa reference database using 352 BLAST algorithm (Camacho et al., 2009 ). Only alignments with an e-value below 1E-10, a query cover 353 over 250 and an identity over 97 were used for taxonomic assignment. As for amplicon, filtered reads 354
were also compared to a complete COI protein reference database to estimate the total number of COI 355 reads and to a protein database to estimate the rate and origin of contaminations. reads assigned with diamond on the COI protein database or with blastn to a 16S, NAD1, NAD4, NAD5, 362 CYTB and ATP6 nucleotide reference database to the number of quality filtered reads. To estimate the 363 X-fold enrichment, four samples from the 10 species MC were sequenced without any enrichment. The 364 X-fold enrichment was calculated using the ratio of the percentage of targeted reads from the capture 365 library to the percentage of targeted reads from the enrichment-free library. 366 367
Species detection and initial biomass recovery 368
To compensate for sequencing effort as well as total biomass variation among samples, read count 369 assigned to species and biomass (mg) were transformed in proportion of reads (i.e. ratio of the number 370 of COI reads assigned to the species to the total number of COI reads assigned to the COI mock 371 community reference database) and proportion of biomass (i.e. ratio of the biomass of the species to the 372 total biomass of the MC), respectively. and enrichment method, we compared sets of mixed effects models (i.e. no fixed effect and biomass as 382 fixed effect with no random effect, random intercept, random intercept and slope by species or samples) 383 using Aikake's Information Criterion (AIC, (Burnham & Anderson, 2002) ). We also summarized to 384 what extent each method was able to predict species biomass by comparing the observed read 385
proportions to the expected read proportions where read proportion perfectly predict biomass proportion 386 (i.e. a y=x relationship). To this aim, we calculated the mean absolute error (MAE) for each method as 387 (Table 2) . In both approaches, the capture sequencing effort 401 was higher but a higher proportion of reads was discarded through the bioinformatic pipeline, 402 particularly for etDNA ( Table S5 ). For bulk DNA, the 52 taxa MC showed higher and more 408 homogeneous capture specificity (mean ± se: 80.21 ± 5.09) in comparison with bulk DNA of the 10 409 species MC (mean 43.34 ± 24.52). The average X-fold enrichment (i.e. capture efficiency) was 974 410
(range: 214-2470) meaning that on average 974-fold more targeted reads were sequenced with capture 411 enrichment than without any enrichment. 412
The percentage of COI reads that were assigned to a MC species was very heterogeneous among 413 With capture enrichment, every species was detected in 5 out of 8 samples (Figure 2 ). In the 52 taxa 425 MC, we found the same pattern, with capture enrichment (S=0.96) detecting more species than PCR 426 enrichment (S=0.93) ( Figure 2 ). Each enrichment method eventually failed to detect a small but different 427 set of taxa.
429
Biomass recovery. Whatever the enrichment method, following the AIC, the best mixed model to 430 predict initial species biomass using species read proportion was the model combining biomass as a 431 fixed effect and species as a random effect on the intercept and slope (Table 3 ). This suggests that the 432 mean read proportion between species is different independently of their biomass and that the 433 relationship between biomass proportion and read proportion also differs among species (Figure 3) . 434
Using this type of mixed models, a significant relationship between biomass and read proportion was 435 found for both enrichment methods (PCR: p-value=0.024; capture: p-value=0.001, Figure 3 also failed to detect different species probably indicating a primer bias rather than a degradation 452 problem. To confirm this, we tested if the sample composition was mostly driven by DNA template and 453 enrichment method using a Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA). Samples clustered by enrichment 454 template had little to no impact compared to the enrichment method and primers. Concerning initial 456 biomass recovery, the same models as for bulk DNA were selected for etDNA using the AIC (Table 3) . 457
However, contrary to bulk DNA, for both enrichment methods, no significant relationship between 458 biomass proportion and read proportion was found (PCR: p-value=0.37; capture: p-value=0.58). The 459 difficulty to infer biomass from read proportion using etDNA was also supported by high MAE values 460 (0.102 and 0.104 for PCR and capture enrichment, respectively) and low rank correlations (average 461 Spearman rho= 0.40 and 0.28 for PCR and capture enrichment, respectively). 462 463 DISCUSSION 464
Capture versus PCR enrichment for metabarcoding 465
Capture enrichment consistently led to higher species detection rates compared to PCR enrichment 466 whatever the DNA template or sample taxonomic complexity. Using capture in the 10 species MC, only 467 one species was missed in one third of the samples where it was at low abundance (dry biomass < 1 468 mg). In the 52 taxa MC, capture enrichment also globally performed better that PCR enrichment in 469 terms of species detection (20 against 35 failed detections, respectively). Both methods also missed 470 different sets of taxa. In PCR enrichment, the commonly missed taxa systematically presented 1 or 2 471 mismatches with the primer pair ( Figure S1 ) reinforcing the view that primer mismatches are the main 472 cause for species non-detection . Regarding capture enrichment, 8 taxa had no bait 473 designed for them (i.e. Ceratopogonidae, Blephariceridae, Dicranota, Simuliidae, Tipulidae, 474
Trombidiformes, Dugesia and Daphnia pulex) but only two taxa (Daphnia pulex and Dugesia) were 475 almost systematically missed. These two taxa have COI haplotypes that are at a divergence of at least 476 15% to any bait whereas the 6 detected taxa have haplotypes that are closer to baits originally designed 477 for other taxa ( Figure S1 ). The divergence to the oligonucleotide has already been described has an on a multi-loci capture data set, found a negative linear relationship between the probability of sequencing a locus and the divergence to the bait. This translated into a sharp decline from 60% to 20% 483 chance of sequencing when the divergence increased from 10% to 20%. Altogether, for both enrichment 484 methods, the divergence to the oligonucleotide (i.e. primer or bait) appears to be a determinant factor 485 for species detection. Nevertheless, capture enrichment is much more robust to this divergence issue as 486 it combines three characteristics that PCR enrichment misses. First, capture enrichment is less sensitive 487 to mismatches (18 mismatches or 15% divergence) than PCR (2 mismatches or 5% divergence). Second, 488 because thousands of different baits are designed for a given 120-base region, the probability to 489 encounter mismatches is reduced with capture. Finally, several 120-base regions (5 in this study leading 490 to a total cover of 600 bases) are targeted, increasing the probability to design at least one functional 491 bait for a given species even if this species was not in the database used to design the baits. Alternatively Capture enrichment also yields read proportions that are better predictors of species relative 500 biomasses than PCR enrichment for bulk DNA. Both enrichment methods presented a positive 501 relationship between relative biomass proportion and read proportion but this relationship was closer to 502 a linear y=x relationship for capture enrichment. That said, a random species effect still remained in the 503 capture enrichment model. Its origin could be attributed to a bait bias similar to the primer bias 504 encountered in PCR enrichment but it can also be explained by other factors. Indeed, using a 505 mitochondrial marker to reconstruct an entire dry biomass community is eventually doomed to fail. is needed to better test for the existence of bait biases. One can argue that even if capture enrichment 515 yields good estimates of each species mitochondrial genome proportion in a sample, this estimate will 516 still be a poor biomass or abundance proxy. Interestingly, here we found that read proportions from gene 517 capture enrichment already provides biomass rank estimates which in many ecological contexts, for 518 instance in bioassessment , would already be informative and may be sufficient. shell and the quantity of DNA released will be lower than for other gastropods without operculum. Also, 532 after ethanol fixation, depending on the presence of a shell or a thick exoskeleton, the amount of released 533 DNA during the soaking period may also be extremely variable across taxa. In conclusion, while DNA 534 from ethanol offers a fast and non-destructive way to identify the species in a sample, differences in the 535 way species release their DNA in ethanol seem to prevent the use of ethanol for quantitative estimates.
Compared to bulk DNA, DNA extracted from preservative ethanol is more fragmented and much less 537 concentrated. In addition to environmental contaminants such as the bacterial contaminants observed in 538 this study, this template may also be more susceptible to reagent contamination and cross-contamination. 539
The adoption of this alternative template may therefore need stricter sampling, sample handling and 540 DNA extraction protocols than the one regularly used in community ecology laboratories. 541
542
Optimising capture enrichment for metabarcoding 543
Despite capture enrichment already delivers better results than PCR enrichment in terms of species 544 detection or biomass prediction, the efficiency and specificity of this emerging approach can still be 545 optimized for metabarcoding purposes. Although capture enrichment was efficient to enrich the COI 546 sequences of the macrozoobenthos present in our samples with an enrichment of at least 214-fold 547 compared to non-enriched libraries, the percentage of targeted reads was highly heterogeneous and low 548 for some samples. The specificity of the capture enrichment was particularly low when the diversity of 549 the sample was low (43% of targeted reads for the 10 species MC compared to 80% for the 52 taxa MC). 550
How the taxonomic diversity of a sample influences the efficiency of capture enrichment remains 551 unexplained and warrants further experiments where the impact of a gradually increasing sample 552 diversity is tested while controlling for other factors such as the extraction protocol or the overall 553 phylogenetic diversity. 554
The specificity of capture enrichment estimated by the number of COI reads that matched a taxa 555 included in the MC was systematically lower than with PCR enrichment (about 40% of the COI reads 556 did not match a MC taxa). When looking at the coarse taxonomic composition of the COI reads 557 sequenced after capture enrichment, we found that for bulk DNA, most of the reads (> 95%) were 558 assigned to protostomians ruling out the possibility that bacterial or plant COI contaminations alone are 559 reducing capture specificity. DNA from other protostomians that interact with the taxa included in the 560 MC (e.g. preys or parasites) may contaminate the samples and reduce capture specificity. Nevertheless, 561
we would expect the same to happen with PCR enrichment which is not the case. Alternatively, Li, 562 drawback when targeting mitochondrial genes: in addition to capture the targeted mitochondrial gene, 564 it also captures nuclear copies of this gene (NUMTs). The number of NUMT loci per genome is highly 565 variable across taxa but can easily reach hundreds to thousands of loci (Hazkani-Covo, Zeller, & Martin, 566 2010). In some species there might therefore be more NUMTs in a cell than there are mitochondrial 567 genomes. Given that baits can capture divergent loci and that there is many different baits, NUMTs may 568 represent a significant burden in mitochondrial capture enrichment. Finally, capture enrichment also 569 increase the sequencing coverage of the flanking regions of the targeted sequences (Portik et al, 2016) . 570
With the pipeline used in this study, the reads containing more than 41% of a flanking region will not 571 be classified as a read coming from a targeted region. The lower specificity of capture enrichment 572 observed in our samples, but not observed with PCR enrichment, might therefore be explained by a 573 combined effect of all these factors. 574
For capture enrichment on etDNA, we estimated that almost half of the reads belonged to eubacteria 575 and the other half to protostomians. This is likely to be linked to the regurgitation of gastric microbiota 576 and the release of epidermic microbiota by some species. By this process, bacterial DNA may actually 577 dominate the ethanol DNA. In this experiment, a lower hybridization temperature was used for etDNA 578 (55°C) than for bulk DNA (65°C) in the hope of capturing more fragmented DNA. Retrospectively, this 579 lower temperature is likely to have decreased the specificity of the capture enrichment and increased the 580 representation of bacterial DNA. Indeed, the specificity of capture enrichment is higher for degraded 581 DNA and samples with a lot of contaminants when a higher hybridization temperature is used (Paijmans 582 et al., 2016) . Noteworthy, 95% of the bacterial reads did not share any similarity with the mitochondrial 583 COI, again reinforcing the idea that the large amount of bacterial reads in etDNA samples is probably 584 the result of the combination of non-stringent hybridization conditions and bacterial DNA dominance 585 in etDNA. divergence between the targeted DNA and the baits is a critical factor in capture enrichment. As such, 588
to recover all taxa in a community, the bait design must be optimized to reduce this divergence. The 589 priority is thus to design baits using a reference database that is exhaustive. While reference DNA barcodes are available for most species for some groups, this is far from being the case for many groups 591 (e.g. (Sonet et al., 2013) ). Knowing the divergence threshold of 15% (this study) over which species are 592 not captured and detected, alternative strategies could be deployed to barcode key missing taxa in the 593 reference databases. Indeed, a very limited set of baits is sufficient to represent a whole family or a 594 genus if the intra-group genetic diversity is lower than the divergence threshold (Mariac et al., 2018) . 595
This diversity is heterogeneous between taxa group, for example the maximum intra-family COI 596 divergence in Gammaridea (Amphipoda) is 30% but is only 17% in Chloroperlidae (Plecoptera). 597
Therefore, prior investigations are needed to establish the diversity of each group and the number of 598 taxa that have to be described before a robust set of baits can be designed. Another alternative would be 599 to design baits from a set of representative COI sequences and mutate them according to a given 600 divergence to obtain a set of baits that can hybridize to most sequences. Such baits would permit to 601 capture non-barcoded or even new species but could also reduce capture specificity by capturing 602 untargeted sequences such as bacterial genes or NUMTs. 603
In addition to the bait design strategy, other capture enrichment parameters may need further 604 optimization for a metabarcoding application. The hybridization temperature is known to be a major 605 the probes designed using a single reference species. Therefore their results probably need to be tested 609 on a data-set that is more similar to a metabarcoding data-set, with more divergent taxa and probes 610 designed from a large database, before the interaction between hybridization temperature and distance processing capture data targeting one or few DNA barcodes for many species is considerably different 622 than assembling multiple targeted genes for a single organism. To our knowledge, while there is several 623 assembly pipelines that were developed for the latter case (co-assembly of different loci from a single 624 species, (e.g. (Allio et al., 2019) ), there is no available bioinformatic pipelines for the former. 625
Assembling metabarcoding capture reads is challenging as it requires the independent assembly of 626 orthologous sequences belonging to different species which may be more or less divergent and more or 627 less polymorphic. An alternative to assembly is to directly map the capture reads on a reference database 628 as done in this study. While functional, this solution is sub-optimal because capture reads do not start 629 and end at the same position as in amplicon sequencing. This complicates the read clustering and 630 taxonomic assignment, with many capture reads probably lost as they only partially map to the reference 631 library. While the sequencing of the flanking regions of targeted region would probably be highly 632 valuable for taxonomic assignment, as long as there is no dedicated bioinformatic solution, it 633 paradoxically complicates the processing and analysis of capture reads. Finally, a comparison of these 634 mock community results with field samples in which the diversity is much higher and where the template 635 is also much more complex is warranted to confirm the potential of capture enrichment in community 636 ecology. 637
CONCLUSION 639
Capture enrichment is a promising alternative to PCR enrichment for metabarcoding. Its main 640 advantage is to provide better species detection thanks to its robustness to mismatches. At this point, 641
while performing much better than PCR enrichment, absolute biomass reconstruction is not applicable 642 without species mitogenome copy number correction and is therefore not tractable for community 643 studies where hundreds of species can be encountered. Yet, biomass rank ordination appears to be robust and could be used for ecological purpose. Albeit more bacterial contamination, the use of etDNA 645 coupled to capture enrichment presents interesting compromises. It saves a lot of time by ignoring the 646 organism picking step and permits to save organisms for further analyses. However, etDNA should be 647
used for studies where quantitative information is not required. Finally, these promising results call for 648 additional testing of the bait design strategy and hybridization reaction parameters, as well as testing 649 capture enrichment on complex field samples. 650
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